Speed wins every time.

We are a global operations and supply chain consulting firm working with manufacturers, distributors, service organizations, private equity firms and their portfolio companies to accelerate value creation and solve their toughest operations, supply chain, and human capital challenges.

How Your Business Wins with TBM Solutions

**Supply Chain Management**
- Supply Chain Strategy
- Supply Chain Talent Development
- Supplier Management
- Sourcing and Procurement
- Integrated Business Planning and S&OP
- Supply Chain Technologies
- Warehouse, Distribution, Network and Inventory Optimization

**Leadership Solutions**
- Change Readiness
- Leadership Development
- Change Management
- Talent Management
- Interim Leadership Resources

**Private Equity Operational Due Diligence + Value Creation**
- **Pre-Deal**
  - Operational Due Diligence
- **Post-Deal**
  - Diagnostic Assessment
  - Value Creation Implementation
  - Exit Preparation

**Operational Excellence**
- Operational Diagnostics
- Operational Improvement
- Lean Transformation
- Cost Out / Cash Flow
- Back Office Transformation
- Maintenance Excellence
- LeanSigma® Methodology, Training and Certification

**Management System + Operational Leadership**
- Strategy Deployment
- Goal Deployment
- Leadership Development
- Process Automation
- Daily Management Process Development & Implementation

**Technology**
- Digital Transformation Roadmaps
- IIOT/Digital Manufacturing Solutions Vetting & Selection
- Project Implementation & Management
Quickly identify and execute against your greatest opportunities for gains.

To move the needle on business performance quickly, TBM dives deep to rapidly assess your operational challenges. Then, we go right to work, partnering with your team at the point of impact to implement positive changes immediately. We focus on engaged people, the right process rigor, and supporting technology—a performance trifecta that empowers you to generate bottom-line results in days and weeks instead of months or quarters. You get the framework and structure you need to sustain gains, build on momentum, continuously improve, and ultimately achieve your full business potential. And you’ll do it faster than you ever thought possible.

TBM created Dploy Solutions, a cloud-based digital manufacturing software and IIoT platform, for manufacturers and distributors looking to grow their businesses. It brings data together from your top floor to your shop floor enabling employees to see direct correlations between daily improvement actions and strategy plan success.

Learn More About Dploy Solutions

TBM accelerates business performance around the world. We’re globally positioned to serve your business wherever you operate, in your language.

North America
United States*

Central And South America
Mexico*, Chile* and Peru

Asia-Pacific
China*

Europe
United Kingdom*, Germany and Poland

*Denotes office locations

Our Satisfied Clients Include

ALSTOM

Audax Group

CARLISLE

Carolina CAT

SK CAPITAL

Seaman Corporation

evergreen packaging

HUSKY®
PACTIV

ROYAL OAK

TPG

Contact Us to Jumpstart Your Next Win Today